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Information about the study association 
 
We are the FMF (Fysisch-Mathematische Faculteitsvereniging), the study association for 
students from the (Applied) Physics and (Applied) Mathematics bachelor and master degree 
programmes, with membership open to Astronomy, Computing Science and Artificial 
Intelligence students as well. At the University of Groningen, study associations are 
associations that are very closely related to-, but not part of the study. This means that although 
nothing we do is an official part of your study, we try our best to help you in your studies, orient 
on a possible career, and socialize with your fellow students. To reach these goals, we 
organise a variety of activities, such as: 

 social activities (free drinks, board game evenings, BBQs, sport events);  
 career-oriented activities (company lectures, excursions);  
 academic activities (symposia, talks by professors, excursions to research institutes); 
 study-aiding activities (practice and catch-up sessions for your exams). 

The entire association is run for students, by students. This means that you can also contribute 
to it. If you have any ideas about broadening your horizon for you and your fellow 
physics/mathematics students, or you just want to organise something fun, the FMF can 
provide you with the means to do it! The FMF has many committees that range from low-key 
social to content-filled activities that you can join and where you can experience many things 
besides your study in a welcoming and friendly setting.  
Besides events, the FMF has a student lounge which acts similar to a living room where you 
can chill. Many other students from a whole range of different years and study directions are 
often there, so you can chat with them in an informal setting and get to share experiences 
about studying. Although the FMF has a Dutch name, we have members from various 
countries and all students are very welcome.  
The FMF also offers some other useful things you might need, namely free coffee, tea, pens, 
notebooks and camaraderie!  
We hope to see you soon in our room! 
 
For all information about our association, please visit our website! 
 
For pictures of our activities, please visit our flickr-page! 
 
And finally, if you want to have an online preview of the FMF, you can join our Discord 
server! 
 
Kind regards, 

 

Vedang Sumbre 

Commissioner of Educational Affairs 
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